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Blind quantum computation (BQC) allows that a client who has limited quantum abilities can delegate quan-
tum computation to a server who has advanced quantum technologies but learns nothing about the client’s
private information. For example, measurement-based model can guarantee privacy of client’s inputs, quantum
algorithms and outputs. However, it still remains a challenge to directly encrypt quantum algorithms in circuits
model. To solve the problem, we propose GTUBQC, the first gate teleportation-based universal BQC protocol.
Specifically, in this paper we consider a scenario where there are a trusted center responsible for preparing initial
states, a client with the ability to perform X, Z, and two non-communicating servers conducting UBQC (uni-
versal BQC) and Bell measurements. GTUBQC ensures that all quantum outputs are at the client’s side and the
client only needs to detect whether servers honestly return correct measurement outcomes or not. In particular,
GTUBQC can hide the universal quantum gates by encrypting the rotation angles, because arbitrary unitary
operation can be decomposed into a combination of arbitrary rotation operators. Also, GTUBQC protocol can
facilitate realizing UBQC in circuits, since GTUBQC uses one-time-pad to guarantee blindness. We prove the
blindness and correctness of GTUBQC, and apply our approach to other types of computational tasks, such as
quantum Fourier transform.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 03.67.Pp, 03.65.Vf
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum cloud computing will be very popular with com-
mon people (called clients) when a first generation quantum
computers come out in the style of ‘cloud’. More and more
people have the demands of quantum computation, however
they cannot afford to purchase quantum computers and only
have limited quantum technologies. Generally speaking, only
some governments and large-scale companies (called servers)
have the abilities to purchase and utilize quantum computers.
Therefore, a compromise method is that clients can delegate
their quantum computation to servers, but how to keep clients’
secrets? Fortunately, blind quantum computation (BQC) has
been proposed to solve this problem in time [1–13]. In BQC, a
client with limited quantum technologies delegates her quan-
tum computation to servers, who have full-advanced quantum
computers without sacrificing the privacy of her inputs, out-
puts and quantum algorithms. A. Broadbent et al. [1] in 2009
firstly implemented an universal BQC protocol by measuring
on blind m × n dimensional brickwork states, where the client
has the abilities to prepare single qubits randomly chosen from
a finite set {|±θ〉 = (|0〉+ eiθ |1〉)/
√
2|θ = 0, pi
4
, 2pi
4
, . . . , 7pi
4
}. Sub-
sequently, S. Barz et al. [2] exploited the conceptual frame-
work of measurement-based quantum computation to realize
an experimental demonstration ensuring the privacy of quan-
tum inputs, computations, and outputs. After that, double-
server and triple-server BQC protocols were proposed in refs.
[3–5]. Based on blind topological states [6], BQC protocol
for some single-qubit gates can be realized. The BQC pro-
tocol is a concrete fault-tolerant scheme and the error thresh-
old is explicitly calculated. Additionally, an universal BQC
can be implemented based on Affleck-Kennedy-LiebTasaki
∗ lwq@jnu.edu.cn
(AKLT) state [7] including blind Z rotation, blind X rotation
and controlled-Z followed by blind Z-rotations.
It is obviously that quantum entanglement [14–17] plays
a key role in measurement-based BQC, moreover, it has
many important applications such as quantum nonlocality
[14], quantum error correction [15], quantum computing [16]
and quantum simulation [17]. Therefore, we have investigated
the latest entangled qubits numbers in different experimental
physical systems: the largest entangled states are twenty en-
tangled trapped ions [18], ten entangled photonic qubits [19]
and ten entangled superconducting qubits [20]. In brief, it is
still a challenge to manipulate the number of experimentally
controlled single photons such as the brickwork state despite
of the rapid development of linear optics technologies [21].
In fact, the servers’ honesty problem is not perfectly con-
sidered in the above BQC protocols, which affects the cor-
rectness of blind quantum computation. Therefore, it is im-
portant to propose corresponding solutions to verify servers’
honesty [22–30]. Furthermore, many other meaningful and
interesting BQC protocols are proposed to realize some per-
formance [31–40] such as Huang et al. [39] implemented a
proof-of-principle experiment to complete the factorization of
the number 15.
In 2005, A.M. Childs [9] first proposed blind quantum com-
putation based on circuits, where the client Alice has the abil-
ities to store quantum states and transmit her qubits, and the
server Bob can perform universal quantum computation. This
work provides a reference for the study of blind quantum com-
putation in circuits model. K.A.G. Fisher et al. [10] real-
ized quantum computation X, Z, H, S, R, CNOT on encrypted
quantum states similar to homomorphic encrypted quantum
computation schemes [41], where they use linear optics to
implement a proof-of-principle of the protocol. A. Broad-
bent [11] introduced an entanglement-based protocol such
that it only needs multiple auxiliary qubits or two-way quan-
tum communication. N.H. Chia et al. [42] proposed a BQC
2based on teleportation, in which the client needs to generate
arbitrary qubits and transmit them to the server. In this pro-
tocol, the client can hide quantum algorithms by concealing
the concrete form of entangled states. The server can not get
anything about the entangled states since they are maximally
mixed from his perspective. By learning these works, we find
that it is still an open problem to hide quantum gates by one-
time-pad in BQC based on circuits model. That is to say, if
these gates in circuits model can be encrypted similarly to
gates in measurement-based BQC model, then the blindness
can be achieved perfectly.
In this paper we solve this open problem. We propose the
first gate teleportation-based universal blind quantum com-
putation (GTUBQC) protocol, where universal gates set H,
T, CNOT are considered. Since arbitrary unitary operators
can be decomposed into the combination of rotation opera-
tors, gates H, T and CNOT can be concealed by randomly en-
crypting rotation angles without affecting the quantum com-
puting. In our GTUBQC protocol, there are four participants:
a trusted center, a client Alice and two servers Bob1 and Bob2.
The trusted center takes responsible for generating resource
states and sends qubits to Alice. Alice is an almost classi-
cal leader because she only needs to perform X, Z operations.
Two non-communicating servers Bob1 and Bob2 are asked to
do rotation operations and Bell measurements. We not only
give the proofs of correctness and blindness, but also apply
our GTUBQC scheme to realize blind quantum Fourier trans-
form (BQFT) [43–46].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
the gate teleportation-based universal blind quantum compu-
tation (GTUBQC) protocol in Sec. II. Then we show the anal-
yses and proofs of blindness and correctness, the compari-
son between measurement-based BQC and gate teleportation-
based BQC, and the application in quantum Fourier transform
in Sec. III. At last, our conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. GATE TELEPORTATION-BASED UBQC PROTOCOL
Preliminaries.—One wants to perform arbitrary sequences
of gates from a universal set but unfortunately there will be
some by-product Pauli operators in teleportation. For ex-
ample, sequences of gates U3U2U1|ψ〉 will be replaced with
P3U3P2U2P1U1|ψ〉 in teleportation where P1, P2, P3 are Pauli
operators depending on the measurement outcomes. In our
GTUBQC protocol, we utilize the rotation operators to imple-
ment universal gates, thus we study the Clifford properties of
rotation operators [47] to get effective quantum computation
in teleportation:
Rx(β)X = XRx(β), Rx(β)Z = ZRx(−β),
Ry(β)X = XRy(−β), Ry(β)Z = ZRy(−β),
Rz(β)X = XRz(−β), Rz(β)Z = ZRz(β).
(1)
In Eq. (1), it is obviously that we need to do adaptive
choices of measurements. Besides, the relationship of the ro-
tation angles of Rx(·),Ry(·),Rz(·) are as follows:
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FIG. 1. (Colour online) Schematic diagram of single-qubit
gates teleportation, where |ϕ1〉 = Xs11Z s12Rz(θ1)|ψ〉1, |ϕ2〉 =
Xs21Z s22Rx((-1)
s11θ2)|ϕ1〉 and |ϕ3〉 = Xs31Z s32Rz((-1)s22+s12θ3)|ϕ2〉.
|Bell〉23 is randomly chosen from {|φ±〉, |ψ±〉} and BM denotes Bell
measurements. The subscript 1 of |ψ〉1 denote the first qubit and
the subscripts 2, 3 of |Bell〉23 denote the second qubit and the third
qubit. s j ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} represents the measurement outcomes
( j = 1, 2, · · · ). s j1, s j2 ∈ {0, 1} are related with by-product operators
X and Z respectively. FIG. 2 is the same.
Rx(α + β) = Rx(α) · Rx(β),
Rz(α + β) = Rz(α) · Rz(β),
Ry(α + β) = Ry(α) · Ry(β).
(2)
Another property is that the combination of rotation oper-
ators can be used to realize arbitrary unitary operators [48].
For example, there exist θ, α, β and γ such that we obtain
z-y-z decomposition as follows:
U1 = e
iθRz(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) =
(
ei(θ−
α
2
− γ
2
)cos
β
2
−ei(θ− α2 + γ2 )sin β
2
ei(θ+
α
2
− γ
2
)sin
β
2
ei(θ+
α
2
+
γ
2
)cos
β
2
)
, (3)
where Ry(β) =
(
cos
β
2
−sin β
2
sin
β
2
cos
β
2
)
, Rz(γ) =
(
e-
iγ
2 0
0 e
iγ
2
)
.
Here, we give the z-y-z decomposition of unitary operatorS
H, S , Z, T, X, Y.
H = e
ipi
2 Ry(
pi
2
)Rz(pi), S = e
ipi
4 Rz(
pi
2
), Z = e
ipi
2 Rz(pi),
X = e
ipi
2 Ry(pi)Rz(pi), T = e
ipi
8 Rz(
pi
4
), Y = e
ipi
2 Ry(pi),
(4)
Other combinations of rotation operators and concrete de-
composition forms are shown in Appendix A.
Gate Teleportation.—The quantum teleportation gates [47,
49–51] is similar to quantum teleportation in which two par-
ticipants previously share halves of a specific two-qubit en-
tangled state, one can teleport a quantum state to the other
assisted by classical bits. In FIG. 1, we show the process of
single-qubit gate teleportation, and we define the relationship
between Bell sates and classical bits as |φ+〉 ↔ 00, |ψ+〉 ↔
10, |φ−〉 ↔ 01, |ψ−〉 ↔ 11. After every gate teleportation, the
3FIG. 2. (Colour online) Schematic diagram of double-qubit gates
teleportation, where |χ1〉 = (Xs11Z s12⊗Xs21Z s22 )(RO1⊗RO2)|φ〉12 and
|χ2〉 = (Xs31Z s32 ⊗ Xs41Z s42 )C-RO|χ1〉. RO1 and RO2 denote rotation
operations. C-RO represents controlled rotation operations.
by-product operators are X s j1Z s j2 and s j1s j2 = s
′
j
⊕ s j, where
s′
j
is relevant to initial Bell states and s j is Bob1’s (or Bob2’s)
measurement outcome. We give the detailed teleportation pro-
cess of rotation operations in Appendix B. The double-qubit
gate teleportation is presented in FIG. 2.
Next, we show how we can obtain the useful quantum com-
putation by adjust the Pauli operators positions adaptively
(See FIG. 1) so that these undesirable by-products operators
X, Z can be removed easily.
Xs31Z s32Rz((−1)s11+s21θ3)Xs21Z s22Rx((−1)s12θ2)Xs11Z s12Rz(θ1)|ψ〉
= Xs31Z s32Rz((−1)s11+s21θ3)Xs21Z s22 Xs11Z s12Rx(θ2)Rz(θ1)|ψ〉
= Xs31Z s32 Xs21Z s22 Xs11Z s12Rz(θ3)Rx(θ2)Rz(θ1)|ψ〉
= Xs31+s21+s11Z s32+s22+s12Rz(θ3)Rx(θ2)Rz(θ1)|ψ〉
(5)
where XZ = −ZX and a global phase is ignored.
Subsequently, we present our GTUBQC protocol, where
gates H, T and CNOT are decomposed into combinations
of (controlled) rotation operators. It is convenient to per-
form computation since (controlled) rotation operators have
the Clifford properties.
GTUBQC protocol.—In our GTUBQC protocol, there is a
trusted center who prepares initial states, a client Alice who
is almost classical and two non-communicating servers Bob1
and Bob2 who perform universal quantum computations and
do Bell measurements. One advantage of our GTUBQC is
that all qubits are unidirectional transmission, that is, from
Alice to Bob1 and Bob2. Servers only need to return clas-
sical measurement outcomes. In the following, we give the
concrete process of our GTUBQC protocol including compu-
tation protocol (See FIG. 3) and test protocol (See FIG. 4).
Alice can implement one of the two protocols at any stage.
Computation protocol.—1) A trusted center prepares
enough initial states |ϕ〉, |φ±〉 and |ψ±〉. As target compu-
tational states, qubits 12 belong to |ϕ〉 which are arbitrary
double-qubit states. In teleportation, qubits 34 belonging to
Bell states {|φ±〉, |ψ±〉} are as assisted states, the same as qubits
56. Some Bell states are used to detect the correctness of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (Color online) Schematic diagram of
GTUBQC protocol, where red dots belong to Bell states and black
dots belong to arbitrary double-qubit states. RO denotes rotation op-
erations. (a) The trusted center prepares initial states and sends to
Alice. (b) Alice performs the computation protocol. (c) Alice and
servers repeat the process in (b) until the computation is completed.
two servers’ measurement outcomes in test protocol. Then the
trusted center sends all initial states to Alice. Alice wants to
realize universal quantum computation by the set H, T, CNOT.
2) According to the target computation, Alice can choose
rotation operations or controlled rotation operations in the
current step. If the computation is a rotation operation, she
will send qubits 13 to Bob1(or Bob2) and 25 to Bob2 (or
Bob1). Subsequently, Alice sends classical encrypted angles
θ′
j
= r j1pi+ (-1)
r j2θ j+ξ j to Bob1 or Bob2, where θ j ∈ { pi4 , pi2 , pi},
ξ j ∈ {0, pi4 , · · · , 7pi4 }, r j1, r j2 ∈ {0, 1}. The value (-1)r j2θ j are ac-
tual rotation angles, and ξ j randomizes the angle (-1)
r j2θ j. r j1pi
can encrypt the quantum outputs in gate teleportation so that
all quantum states are private for servers in the whole proto-
col, and r j2 is related with the number of X or Z at the right
side of the current operator.
However, if controlled rotation operations need to be per-
formed, Alice will randomly sends qubits 12, 35 to Bob1 (or
Bob2). Moreover, Alice randomly sends two qubits to Bob2
(or Bob1) to avoid servers’ suspicions. After performing com-
putation, servers do Bell measurement and return classical
measurement outcomes to Alice respectively. Here, we show
the relationship of encrypted angles and original angles as fol-
lows:
Rx(θ
′
j) = Rx(r j1pi + (-1)
r j2θ j + ξ j) = Rx(ξ j)Rx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)
r j2θ j),
Ry(θ
′
j) = Ry(r j1pi + (-1)
r j2θ j + ξ j) = Ry(ξ j)Ry(r j1pi)Ry((-1)
r j2θ j),
Rz(θ
′
j) = Rz(r j1pi + (-1)
r j2θ j + ξ j) = Rz(ξ j)Rz(r j1pi)Rz((-1)
r j2θ j),
where Rx(pi) = iX, Ry(pi) = XZ, Rz(pi) = iZ. Since Rx(·),
Ry(·), Rz(·) don’t commute with each other except some spe-
cial cases, these undesired rotation operations affect the prim-
4itive blind quantum computation. To eliminate the undesired
influence, we adopt operatorsRx(pi−ξ j),Ry(pi−ξ j),Rz(pi−ξ j) or
Rx(2pi− ξ j),Ry(2pi− ξ j),Rz(2pi− ξ j). For example, for rotation
operator Rx(·), we have
Rx(pi − ξ j)Rx(θ′j) = Rx(pi − ξ j)Rx(ξ j)Rx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)r j2θ j)
= Rx(pi)Rx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)
r j2θ j)
= iXRx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)
r j2θ j),
Rx(2pi − ξ j)Rx(θ′j) = Rx(2pi − ξ j)Rx(ξ j)Rx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)r j2θ j)
= Rx(2pi)Rx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)
r j2θ j)
= −Rx(r j1pi)Rx((-1)r j2θ j).
3) Repeat steps 1-2), until the computing is completed. In
the end, Alice performs Pauli operations X and Z to recover
the quantum outputs states.
Test protocol.—To test whether servers honestly return Bell
measurement outcomes, we utilize entanglement swapping
technology to test for rotation operators and controlled rota-
tion operators gate. Note that, all initial states are Bell states.
Firstly, we show that the principles that Bell states remains
unchanged after performing some rotation operation such that
measurement outcomes of entanglement swapping can be pre-
dicted. For any one of Bell states, the rotation operations on
the qubit 1 and on the qubit 2 are as follows:
|φ+〉12
Rz(θ)1Rz(-θ)2 or Rx(θ)1Rx(-θ)2 or Ry(θ)1Ry(θ)2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |φ+〉12,
|φ−〉12
Rz(θ)1Rz(-θ)2 or Rx(θ)1Rx(θ)2 or Ry(θ)1Ry(-θ)2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |φ−〉12,
|ψ+〉12
Rz(θ)1Rz(θ)2 or Rx(θ)1Rx(-θ)2 or Ry(θ)1Ry(-θ)2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |ψ+〉12,
|ψ−〉12
Rz(θ)1Rz(θ)2 or Rx(θ)1Rx(θ)2 or Ry(θ)1Ry(θ)2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |ψ−〉12.
(6)
The controlled rotation operations are the same.
If Alice performs the test protocol of rotation operations
(See FIG. 4(a)), Alice sends qubits 13 to Bob1 and 24 to
Bob2. Suppose the test Bell states are |φ+〉, Alice asks Bob1
to perform a rotation operation such as Rz(θ) on qubit 1. Then
Bob1 does Bell measurements on qubits 13 and returns the
measurement outcomes. To predict the result of entanglement
swapping, Alice asks Bob2 to perform Rz(-θ) on qubit 2. Sim-
ilarly, Bob2 does Bell measurements on qubits 24 and returns
measurement outcomes. If Bob1 and Bob2 are honest, the
outcomes are the same as the expected outcomes and the pro-
tocol continues. Otherwise, the protocol is aborted.
However, if Alice performs the test protocol of controlled
rotation operations (See FIG. 4(b)). Suppose the test Bell
states are also |φ+〉, Alice sends 12, 35 to Bob1. Alice asks
Bob1 to perform a controlled rotation operation on qubits 12
such as C-Rz(θ), and then do Bell measurements on qubits 13,
the same as 25. After this, Alice relabels qubits 46 to 12 and
sends 12, 34 to Bob2, where Bob2’s Bell state 34 are different
from the Bell state containing Bob1’s qubit 3. Bob2 performs
C-Rz(-θ) on qubits 12 and do Bell measurement on 13, the
same as 25. Then he returns the measurement outcomes. It is
obvious that the entanglement swapping is performed among
four Bell states. If these measurement outcomes are related,
the test is passed. Otherwise, the protocol is aborted.
By computation protocol and test protocol, Alice success-
fully completes the universal blind quantum computation as-
sisted by Bob1 and Bob2.
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FIG. 4. (Colour online) Schematic diagram of servers’ honesty test.
(a) When the operation is rotation operation (RO), Bob1 and Bob2
share two Bell states. According to Eq. (6), Bob2 performs related
operations (RO’) and Bell measurements. (b) When the operation
is controlled rotation operation (C-RO), Bob1 and Bob2 share four
Bell states. Bob2 performs related controlled operations ((C-RO’))
and Bell measurement.
III. ANALYSES, COMPARISONS AND APPLICATIONS
Analyses—Firstly, we analyse and prove the correctness
and blindness of our GTUBQC protocol.
Correctness. If Alice and Bob1, Bob2 follow the steps of
our GTUBQC protocol, then all Bell measurement outcomes
and quantum outputs are correct.
Proof: 1) In FIG. 1, these operators are propagated by Pauli
operators X, Z combined with Eqs. (1-2), the correctness can
refer to Eq. (5). Next, we prove that the encrypted angles
don’t affect the final quantum computation. The encrypted
rotation operators are θ′
j
= r j1pi + (-1)
r j2θ j + ξ j where r ji ∈
{0, 1}, j = 1, 2, 3, i = 1, 2. For example, suppose θ′
3
= pi − θ3 +
ξ3, θ
′
2
= θ2 + ξ2, θ
′
1
= pi+ θ1 + ξ1, we choose Rx(pi− ξ3),Rz(pi−
ξ2),Rx(pi − ξ1) to remove the influence of undesired rotation
operations as follows:
Rx(pi − ξ3)Rx(θ′3)Rz(pi − ξ2)Rz(θ′2)Rx(pi − ξ1)Rx(θ′1)
= Rx(2pi)Rx(−θ3)Rz(pi)Rz(θ2)Rx(2pi)Rx(θ1)
= Rx(−θ3)(iZ)Rz(θ2)Rx(θ1)
= iZRx(θ3)Rz(θ2)Rx(θ1).
Here, we ignore the by-products X and Z in teleportation.
Blindness (quantum inputs). Suppose the quantum inputs
are arbitrary double-qubit states such that servers’ density ma-
trix are maximally mixed. That is, Alice has applied the de-
polarizing channel from the perspective of servers, so servers
get nothing about these initial quantum states.
Proof: Suppose |ψ〉 = α|00〉 + β|01〉 + δ|10〉 + η|11〉, where
|α|2 + |β|2 + |δ|2 + |η|2 = 1. In our GTUBQC protocol, the
initial states are arbitrary double-qubit states which are equiv-
alent to do Pauli operation on state |ψ〉. Moreover, in every
teleportation, all quantum inputs for servers are automatically
encrypted by r j1pi since Rx(r j1pi), Ry(r j1pi) and Rz(r j1pi) are I
(r j1 = 0) or a combination of X and Z (r j1 = 1). With the
help of the equation 1
16
∑1
j,k,l,m=0(Z
k
1
X
j
1
⊗ Zl
2
Xm
2
)|ψ〉〈ψ|(X j
1
Zk
1
⊗
5Xm
2
Zl
2
) = I
4
, we can see that the density matrix is independent
of quantum inputs.
Blindness (algorithms and outputs). The blindness of quan-
tum algorithms and quantum outputs can be proved by Bayes’
theorem. 1) the conditional probability distribution of Alice’s
rotation angles is equal to its priori probability distribution,
when servers knows partial classical information and mea-
surement outcomes of any positive-operator valued measures
(POVMs) at any time. 2) all quantum outputs are one-time
padded to servers.
Proof: We firstly analyse the effect of Alice’s rotation an-
gles information Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1 on Alice’s privacy [6, 7]. Sup-
pose Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
, Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1, R j1 = {r j1}mj=1 and R j2 =
{r j2}mj=1, where R j1,R j2 ∈ {0, 1} are the random variables cho-
sen by Alice and {Ξ j,Θ′j} ∈ S = { kpi4 | k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 7}. Let
A ∈ {1, · · · ,m} be a random variable related with some op-
eration. Bob1’s (or Bob2’s) knowledge about Alice’s secret
angles is given by the conditional probability distribution of
ξ j given by A = j andΘ
′
j
. Based on Bayes’ theorem, we have
p(Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1 | A = j,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
=
p(A = j | Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)p(Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
p(A = j,Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)
=
p(A = j | Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)p(Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1)p(Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
p(A = j | Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)p(Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)
= p(Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1) ·
p(A = j | Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1))
p(A = j | Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)
= p(Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1).
The reason p(A = j | Ξ j = {ξ j}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1) = p(A = j |
Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
) is that each of two servers undertakes a part of
tasks such that they can not knowwhich step they are perform-
ing in the computation. It means that the conditional probabil-
ity distribution of Alice’s rotation angles is equal to its priori
probability distribution. So our GTUBQC protocol satisfies
the first condition 1).
Similarly, we show that it is impossible for Bob1 and Bob2
to know the values of {r j1}mj=1 only known by Alice. We can
get the conditional probability
p(R j1 = {r j1}mj=1 | A = j,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
=
p(A = j | R j1 = {r j1}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)p(R j1 = {r j1}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
p(A = j,Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)
=
p(A = j | R j1 = {r j1}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)p(R j1 = {r j1}mj=1)p(Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
p(A = j | Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)p(Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)
= p(R j1 = {r j1}mj=1)
p(A = j | R j1 = {r j1}mj=1,Θ′j = {θ′j}mj=1)
p(A = j | Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
)
= p(R j1 = {r j1}mj=1).
The result shows that the value {r j1}mj=1 is independent of
Θ′
j
= {θ′
j
}m
j=1
, so our GTUBQC protocol satisfies the second
condition 2).
Comparison.—Now, we discuss the measurement-based
UBQC and GTUBQC protocols.
1) In measurement-based UBQC model, all measurement
outcomes and quantum outputs are all in server’s side [23],
hence the client needs to verify the correctness of both mea-
surement outcomes and quantum outputs. But in GTUBQC
protocol, the quantum outputs are all in the client’s side, the
client only needs to ensure the correctness of servers’ Bell
measurement outcomes.
2) In measurement-based UBQC model, every gate needs
ten-qubit cluster states and the decomposition only is the com-
bination of Rz(·) and Rx(·). However, it still remains a chal-
lenge to generate multi-qubits entangled states in experiment.
In GTUBQC protocol, we can randomly choose one of six
kinds of decompositions and don’t need a large-scale entan-
gled states.
3) In both models, the encrypted form are similar, but they
have different senses. In measurement-based UBQC model,
for θ′
j
= r j1pi + (-1)
r j2θ j + ξ j, ξ j represents quantum inputs
states |±ξ j〉 unknown by the servers and θ j is an actual mea-
surement angle, while r j1 have the samemeaning in both mod-
els: (quantum) outputs are encrypted. However, in GTUBQC
protocol, ξ j is randomly chosen from a finite set {0, pi4 , · · · , 7pi4 }
such that θ j can be mapped to a uniform distribution set, more-
over (-1)r j2θ j is an actual and adaptive rotation angle. In our
protocol, ξ j will affect the quantum computation but not in
measurement-based UBQC model, thus it should be elimi-
nated by some tricks.
Application.—QuantumFourier transform (QFT) can be re-
alized by some ordered single-qubit gates and double-qubit
gates. We study the QFT circuits and give the correspond-
ing blind quantum computation protocol with the help of our
GTUBQC protocol.
In FIG. 5, we show the original two-qubit QFT circuits in
which these gates are decomposed into some basic operations:
rotation operations and controlled rotation operations. Gate H
can be decomposed into a combination of arbitrary rotation
operators. CS and SWAP gates all can be decomposed into a
combination of controlled rotation operations. Therefore, the
blind two-qubit QFT protocol can be realized by encrypting
all rotation angles and randomly splitting computational tasks
to two non-communicating servers.
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FIG. 5. (a) The quantum circuit for two-qubit quantum Fourier trans-
form. (b) The decomposition of gate controlled-S. (c) The decompo-
sition of gate SWAP. (d) The decomposition of gate H.
In FIG. 6, the multi-qubit QFT circuit is presented and the
BQFT also can be realized by the similar method, where gate
controlled-Gn can also be decomposed into a combination of
6rotation operations and CNOT gate. The CNOT gate can be
decomposed into a combination of controlled rotation oper-
ations. Note that, we use the principle of single-qubit uni-
tary operator: there exist unitary operators A, B, C such that
ABC = I and U = eiαAXBXC, where α is a global phase fac-
tor [48]. Suppose A = Rz(β)Ry(
γ
2
), B = Ry(-
γ
2
)Rz(
-(δ+β)
2
),C =
Rz(
(δ−β)
2
), U =
(
1 0
0 e
2pii
2k
)
, thus we get γ = 0, β + δ = 2pi
2k
and
α = pi
2k
.
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FIG. 6. (a) The quantum circuit for multi-qubit quantum Fourier
transform. (b) The decomposition of gate Gn.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an universal blind quantum com-
putation based on gate teleportation which only needs four
participants: a trusted center, a client Alice and two non-
communicating servers Bob1, Bob2. The trusted center pre-
pares the initial states and sends to Alice. According to
the needs of the computations, Alice respectively distributes
qubits to two servers and asks them to perform quantum com-
putation. After that, Bob1 and Bob2 do Bell measurements
and return measurement outcomes. In our GTUBQC proto-
col, there are two parts: computation protocol and test proto-
col, the former can be used to complete UBQC and the latter
can be applied to detect the servers’ honesty. The basic univer-
sal gates are H, T, CNOT and they can be hidden by encrypt-
ing the rotation angles. In conclusion, the quantum compu-
tation tasks are allocated to two non-communicating servers
such that they can not reconstruct the quantum computation.
Then we not only prove the blindness and correctness but also
make a comparison between measurement-based UBQC and
GTUBQC protocols. Furthermore, we give the blind protocol
of quantum Fourier transform.
APPENDIX A. OTHER COMBINATIONS OF ROTATION
OPERATORS
As we all know, there are six kinds of the combinations of
rotation operations. In section II, we have shown the concrete
combinations of rotation operations for some gates in z-y-z
decomposition. There are other five kinds decompositions as
follows.
U = eiθRy(α)Rz(β)Ry(γ)
= ei(θ−
β
2
)
(
cos α
2
cos
γ
2
− eiβsin α
2
sin
γ
2
−cos α
2
cos
γ
2
− eiβsin α
2
sin
γ
2
sin α
2
cos
γ
2
+ eiβcos α
2
sin
γ
2
−sin α
2
cos
γ
2
+ eiβcos α
2
sin
γ
2
)
,
U = eiθRz(α)Rx(β)Rz(γ)
=
(
ei(θ−
α
2
− γ
2
)cos
β
2
−iei(θ− α2 + γ2 )sin β
2
−iei(θ+ α2 − γ2 )sin β
2
ei(θ+
α
2
+
γ
2
)cos
β
2
)
,
U = eiθRx(α)Rz(β)Rx(γ)
= ei(θ−
β
2
)
(
cos α
2
cos
γ
2
− eiβsin α
2
sin
γ
2
−icos α
2
sin
γ
2
− ieiβsin α
2
cos
γ
2
−isin α
2
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γ
2
− ieiβcos α
2
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γ
2
−sin α
2
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γ
2
+ eiβcos α
2
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γ
2
)
,
U = eiθRy(α)Rx(β)Ry(γ)
= eiθ
(
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β
2
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2
+ isin
β
2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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.
Next, we list two instances of the combinations of rotation
operations to realized some gates. For the y-x-y decomposi-
tion of rotation operators for gates H, S , Z, T, X, Y, we get
S = e
ipi
4 Ry(
−pi
2
)Rx(
pi
2
)Ry(
pi
2
), H = e
ipi
2 Rx(pi)Ry(
pi
2
),
Z = e
ipi
2 Ry(
−pi
2
)Rx(pi)Ry(
pi
2
), X = e
ipi
2 Rx(pi),
T = e
ipi
8 Ry(
−pi
2
)Rx(
pi
4
)Ry(
pi
2
), Y = e
ipi
2 Ry(pi).
where Rx(θ) =
(
cos θ
2
−isin θ
2
−isin θ
2
cos θ
2
)
.
For the z-x-z decomposition of rotation operators for gates
H, S , Z, T, X, Y, we obtain
H = e
ipi
2 Rz(
pi
2
)Rx(
pi
2
)Rz(
pi
2
), S = e
ipi
4 Rz(
pi
2
), Z = e
ipi
2 Rz(pi),
Y = e
ipi
2 Rx(pi)Rz(pi), T = e
ipi
8 Rz(
pi
4
), X = e
ipi
2 Rx(pi).
APPENDIX B. THE ROTATION OPERATIONS
TELEPORTATION
In FIG. 1, suppose |Bell〉23 = |φ+〉23 and |ψ〉1 = a|0〉 + b|1〉,
where |a|2+ |b|2 = 1, the process of teleportation is as follows:
Rz(θ)|ψ〉1 ⊗ |Bell〉23 = e-
iθ
2 (a|0〉 + eiθb|1〉)1 ⊗ |φ+〉23
= e-iθ/2/
√
2(a|0〉 + eiθb|1〉)1(|00〉 + |11〉)23
= e-iθ/2/
√
2(a|000〉 + a|011〉 + beiθ|100〉 + beiθ|111〉)
= e-iθ/2/2[|φ+〉(a|0〉 + beiθ|1〉) + |φ−〉(a|0〉 − beiθ|1〉)
+|ψ+〉(a|1〉 + beiθ|0〉) + |ψ−〉(a|1〉 − beiθ|0〉)]12,3
If Bob1’smeasurement outcome is |φ−〉, then Alice obtains the
results s j1s j2 = s j⊕ s′j = 01⊕00 = 01. That is, the by-product
operator is X0Z1. And Alice can obtain (a|0〉 + beiθ|1〉) from
X0Z1(a|0〉 − beiθ|1〉).
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